
What Tree Am I?



Tree #1



Tree #1

I am a fruit tree and also 
part of the rose family.



Tree #1

There are over 7,500 varieties 
of my fruit, which can be red 

or green or golden.



Tree #1
John Chapman planted seeds to  

spread my trees across Pennsylvania, 
Indiana, and Illinois, but he is better 

known by his nickname,  
Johnny ____________.



Tree #1

What tree  
am I?



Answer
Apple tree 

China grows more apple trees 
than any other country, followed 
by the U.S. The trees can live for 
as long as 100 years, and like the 
apples, the flowers vary in color.



Tree #2



Tree #2

My leaves are waxy,  
dark green ovals.



Tree #2
My large, fragrant flowers are most 
commonly pink or white, although  

they can be more exotic colors. They are 
highly prized, especially in Mississippi,  

where they are the state flower.



Tree #2

With about 210 varieties,  
my size can vary, too, from  

a petite 15 feet to 80 feet tall.



Tree #2

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Magnolia tree
Scientists say there is  

evidence that magnolia  
species have been on Earth  

for 95 million years.



Tree #3



Tree #3

You might recognize  
me from my long,  

drooping branches.



Tree #3
I have long, thin leaves that 

provide a secluded shady spot  
in summer and are among  
the last to drop in the fall.



Tree #3
Some say my name  

comes from the tear-like  
way rain falls from  

my curved branches.



Tree #3

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Weeping willow 

At his request, Napoleon 
Bonaparte was buried on St. 

Helena under a special willow 
tree. It is said that he sat under 

the tree during his exile.



Tree #4



Tree #4
I am frequently planted for shade,  

and I look best when I have plenty of 
room around me to grow and display  
my brilliant fall colors from gold to 

orange to flaming red.



Tree #4

In summer my rough-edged 
leaves are dark green, usually 

with five lobes or sections.



Tree #4

I am famous for the sweet 
syrup I produce, especially 
in Vermont and Quebec.



Tree #4

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Sugar maple 

Here’s an interesting fact from the Arbor 
Day Foundation for baseball fans: In 2001, 
Barry Bonds gave up his bat made of the 
traditional ash and switched to a maple 

bat. That season, Bonds hit a  
record-setting 73 home runs.



Tree #5



Tree #5
I am easily recognized by  

my oval, yellow leaves that 
shimmer and shake in  

the breeze.



Tree #5
I reproduce as sprouts shoot up from  

my roots. What looks like a large  
number of trees is actually a single  

organism made up of clones, and I am 
thought to be the largest living organism.



Tree #5

A ski resort town in Colorado 
was named after me. I am  
very plentiful in the area.



Tree #5

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Quaking aspen

The quaking aspen can live a very long 
time. In Utah, a colony of aspen, known 
as either Pando or the Trembling Giant, 
covers 106 acres. Thought to be a single 
organism, its root system is said to be 

80,000 years old!



Tree #6



Tree #6

I am a fragrant evergreen  
tree with cones, and my  

leaves resemble soft needles.



Tree #6
I grow in North Carolina and 
other parts of the Appalachian 
Mountains and am cultivated  
for use at a yearly celebration.



Tree #6

I have served as the White 
House Christmas tree more 

often than any other tree.



Tree #6

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Fraser fir

With branches that angle upward and  
long-lasting needles, the Fraser fir is a 
good choice for a Christmas tree. It is 

sometimes called southern balsam, but the 
balsam fir—another excellent Christmas 

tree choice—grows farther north.



Tree #7



Tree #7

I am a small, beautiful, 
spring-blooming 
ornamental tree.



Tree #7

My distinctive pink or  
white flowers have  

four petals.



Tree #7

My flower is the state  
flower of Virginia and  

of North Carolina.



Tree #7

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Dogwood tree 

A red dogwood produces 
the dogberry, a fruit that 

is not considered good for 
human consumption.



Tree #8



Tree #8
I am an evergreen tree  
found in the north and  

east of the United States.  
I have blue berries.



Tree #8
I am famed for my fragrant 

wood, which is used in  
furniture and closets to repel 

moths and other insects.



Tree #8

My bark is reddish brown 
and peels off in strips.



Tree #8

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Eastern red cedar 

Despite its name, the eastern red 
cedar, or red cedar, is actually 
a juniper and a member of the 

cypress family. It is unrelated to 
the famous cedars of Lebanon.



Tree #9



Tree #9
I am a beautiful tree with a 

spreading canopy that allows  
some sunlight through so ground 

cover can easily grow in the  
dappled shade I provide.



Tree #9

I am recognized by my 
smooth white bark that 

peels off over time.



Tree #9

My wood has been used for 
small, light boats and my  

bark for sending messages.



Tree #9

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Paper birch or white 
birch or canoe birch 

This tree provides a home 
or food for a wide variety of 

animals, from white-tail deer 
to nuthatches, yellow-bellied 

sapsuckers, and hummingbirds.



Tree #10



Tree #10
I am well-known for my tremendous 
size: I can grow to over 200 feet tall,  

with a wide trunk. The General  
Sherman is the largest example  

of my species.



Tree #10
I am one of the state trees of 

California, and tourists come to  
see me in Yosemite National Park 

and in the park named for me.



Tree #10

I am a very long-lived  
tree, with an estimated  
life span of 3,000 years.



Tree #10

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Giant sequoia 

These massive trees can grow 
as wide as 30 feet in diameter, 

and the bark alone can be 
more than two feet thick, 

protecting the tree from fire.



Tree #11



Tree #11

I am the state tree of  
Texas, but I am also very 
well known in Georgia.



Tree #11
The delicious nuts from my tree 
are used extensively in baking, 

especially in pies, including 
Kentucky Derby Pie.



Tree #11

You will also find a  
buttery ice cream that  

bears my name.



Tree #11

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Pecan

Some pecan trees bear 
a large harvest every 

other year, with a smaller 
harvest in between.



Tree #12



Tree #12

I am a large shade tree planted all 
across the central and eastern United 
States, often lining streets so that my 

branches create a beautiful arch.



Tree #12
Unfortunately, my numbers  

have been drastically reduced 
because of a disease named  

after my Dutch variant.



Tree #12

You may have heard of  
a nightmare of a movie  

on my street.



Tree #12

What tree 
am I?



Answer
The American elm

Dutch elm disease destroyed many 
American elms because the trees were 

often planted in a row. Their roots would 
intertwine and become so attached that 
the fungus could easily spread from one 

tree to another through infected sap.



Tree #13



Tree #13
I am a hardwood deciduous  

tree with 50 or more different 
species. My lifespan and size 

depend on my variety.



Tree #13
My bark is gray and smooth 

and becomes furrowed as  
I age. Maybe this explains  

my name.



Tree #13
My strong wood has been used for 
baseball bats and tennis rackets. A  

well-known American tennis player  
even shared my name, although  

they were spelled differently!



Tree #13

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Ash tree

The ash has a very wide root system 
and should be planted 60 feet from 
a neighboring ash so that both have 

room for their roots. (Arthur Ashe was 
the American tennis player—he won 

three Grand Slam titles.)



Tree #14



Tree #14
I am one of the first trees  

to change color each fall, and 
I am known for my brilliant 

autumn color.



Tree #14
I am commonly found in the  

eastern United States and Canada, 
and my seeds have wings like 

helicopters to send them flying.



Tree #14
I am a fast-growing tree with a  
trunk diameter that can reach  
30 inches. I have a beautifully 
rounded crown and pointed  

leaves with three or five lobes.



Tree #14

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Red maple 

Although the sap from a red maple 
can be used for maple syrup, the 
quality cannot match that of the 
sugar maple. Its wood is used for 

furniture and railroad ties.



Tree #15



Tree #15

I am a tree with many varieties.  
I produce nuts, some of which can 
be enjoyed by people and some by 
squirrels and other wild animals.



Tree #15
My wood is hard and durable and finds  

many uses from drumsticks to furniture, 
but it is also used for woodstoves, smoking 

meats, and barbecuing, especially in the 
southern United States.



Tree #15

President Andrew  
Jackson was given my  
name as a nickname.



Tree #15

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Hickory tree

The pecan tree is a type of hickory 
and has the tastiest nuts. President 

Jackson was called Old Hickory. 
Wood from the hickory tree was 

used to build airplanes during the 
early days of aviation.



Tree #16



Tree #16
I am an attractive shade tree  
with star-shaped leaves and  
a pyramid shape that gets 

rounder with age.



Tree #16
I am found in parks and campuses  

around the country, but with a 40- to  
50-foot width, I need a lot of space, and 

you may not like the spiny balls filled  
with seeds that I shed in large numbers.



Tree #16
In the fall, my leaves put on  

an impressive display in  
various shades of yellow,  
orange, red, and purple.



Tree #16

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Sweetgum tree 

The “gumballs” can be used for craft 
projects. They are also used as mulch 

to discourage some tender-footed 
wildlife from entering your garden. 
You would not want to step on one 

while barefoot!



Tree #17



Tree #17

I am an evergreen and  
can grow to 150 feet tall  
and live for 400 years.



Tree #17

My forests cover as much 
as 50 million acres of the 

western United States.



Tree #17
I owe my name to Native 
Americans who used my  

straight, slender trunks as poles 
when building their lodges.



Tree #17

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Lodgepole pine 

The seeds of the lodgepole pine 
are protected by a resin in the 
cones and are only released at 

temperatures over 110 degrees F. 
As a result, the seeds often take 

root after forest fires.



Tree #18



Tree #18
I am an ornamental tree found in 
many places in North America, 
Europe, and Asia, but I require  

some cold weather to thrive.



Tree #18

My fruit is often used in 
brightly colored pies.



Tree #18
Spring festivals celebrating my 

beautiful pink and white blossoms  
are held in many places from  

Japan to Washington, D.C.



Tree #18

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Cherry tree

 Most of the cherries produced 
by cherry trees are sour cherries 

and are used primarily for 
baking and canning, as they 

require added sugar.



Tree #19



Tree #19
With over 480 varieties, I can  

be a tree or a shrub, deciduous 
or evergreen, depending  

on where I grow.



Tree #19

I am most often seen with  
shiny, pointed, dark green  

leaves and bright red berries.



Tree #19

I am often used as a  
holiday decoration  

in winter.



Tree #19

What tree 
am I?



Answer

Holly 

Holly has been used as 
a midwinter decoration 

for over 2,000 years.



Tree #20



Tree #20
My canopy provides a very shady  
spot where you can stay cool in 
summer, but watch out for my 
"shallow roots that may surface  

under my branches.



Tree #20

In the autumn, my plentiful 
leaves change to a beautiful 

bronze before falling.



Tree #20

My white wood is used  
for furniture, flooring,  

and other purposes.



Tree #20

What tree 
am I?



Answer
American beech 

The wood of the beech is heavy 
and strong, so it is not an 

easy tree to cut, which is why 
beech trees are sometimes left 
standing while other nearby 

trees are cut down for lumber.



Tree #21



Tree #21

A tall tree with dense foliage 
and a deep taproot, I am 
famous for my strength.



Tree #21

Several of my varieties  
are named for colors,  

including scarlet and white.



Tree #21
The acorns I produce are a 
valuable food for wildlife, 

including songbirds,  
squirrels, and deer.



Tree #21

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Oak tree 

Oak wood has been used  
for everything from wine 

and whiskey barrels to  
the building of the  
USS Constitution.



Tree #22



Tree #22
I can be recognized by my bark, 
which peels from my trunk in 

large haphazard patches,  
creating a camouflage effect.



Tree #22
My trunk often splits near the ground, 

and my branches twist and provide  
good habitat for wildlife. I also like  
it when my feet are wet, so I can be 
found along streams and ditches.



Tree #22
I produce “fruit” in the form of 

brown balls of seeds that are  
released when ripe. The balls can 
cling to the tree through winter.



Tree #22

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Sycamore 

The sycamore was 
considered sacred in some 

ancient religions, and it 
held a special place in the 

mythology of ancient Egypt.



Tree #23



Tree #23
I am a tall, fast-growing 
hardwood tree with an  
oval shape and yellow  

leaves in the fall.



Tree #23

I am the state tree of 
Kentucky, Tennessee,  

and Indiana.



Tree #23

I am named for the shape of 
my flowers, which resemble a 
common spring bulb flower.



Tree #23

What tree 
am I?



Answer
Tulip tree 

George Washington planted 
tulip trees at Mount Vernon. 

Some of them can still be 
seen today, standing at  

140 feet tall.



Tree #24



Tree #24
I am a common evergreen  

tree in eastern North America.  
I am the state tree of both  

Maine and Michigan.



Tree #24
My long needles grow in groups  
of five, and my cones are three to 
eight inches long. I can grow as  

much as two feet each year.



Tree #24

My seeds are enjoyed by 
birds and small animals  
as well as black bears!



Tree #24

What tree 
am I?



Answer
White pine 

Pine is commonly used for building, but in 
colonial times, the straight tall trunks were 
used for the masts of British ships. In the 
United Kingdom, the tree is known as the 
Weymouth pine, after the British captain 

who brought the seeds from Maine.



Tree #25



Tree #25

I am a tree with relatives all 
over North America as well  
as Europe, Asia, and Africa.



Tree #25
Early settlers were glad to encounter 

me across the Great Plains as they 
traveled west, and I provided shelter, 

shade, and food for their animals.



Tree #25

One of my names comes from 
my seeds, which resemble an 

important southern crop.



Tree #25

What tree 
am I?



Answer
The cottonwood, so named 
for its cotton-like seeds, are 

also called poplars. 

The many varieties of this tree are 
part of the genus Populus, along  

with a cousin, the quaking aspen.
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